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The product:  

A responsive website for a company that makes 

and sells candles online. Their products are 

targeted to people of all ages (except children) 

that want  decorative or scented candles for 

their place or are looking for a personalized gift. 

The website showcases the different categories 

of candles and provides easy ways to match the 

users with the product they are looking for. 

Project overview 

Project duration: 

October 2022 to November 2022 



The problem:  

There are a multitude of options, and users find it 

hard to decide what to pick and give up on 

choosing a product. The customization flow is 

difficult on other websites that sell personalized 

candles. 

Project overview 

The goal:  

Provide better ways of helping users pick a product 

that is best suited for their needs.  Make an easy 

and enjoyable candle customization flow. Increase 

conversion rates. Offer an overall pleasant 

experience for users, so they want to come back.  



My role:  

UX designer designing the “Fragrance & Light“ 

website from start to delivery 

Project overview 

Responsibilities: 

User research, paper and digital wireframing, 

low and high-fidelity prototyping, conducting 

usability studies, accounting for accessibility, 

and iterating on designs 



Understanding 

the user 

● User research 

● Personas 

● Problem statements 

● User journey maps 



User research: summary 

In order to emphasize with the users I conducted interviews and created empathy maps to better 

understand target users and their needs.  

 

The research has reveled that users usually spend a lot of time browsing the list of candles  and feel 

overwhelmed by the large number of options and sometimes give up on purchasing any. Users want 

the products to be grouped by theme, event or holidays, and want easier ways to find candles that are 

suitable for them and an easier navigation of the website in general. Some users mentioned the need 

for more candle customization options and also wanted a gift wrapping option.  



User research: pain points 

Customization 

Users want more 

customization options like 

scent, color, message. In 

addition to that they want 

a gift wrapping option. 

Navigation 

Users find it hard to pick a 

product and want filters 

and product categories 

that make sence. They 

want to be able to filter 

candles by event, ocasion, 

season, theme, etc.  

Scent Information 

Users want more 

information about the 

scented candles, the mood 

and the role of ingredients 

(like calm, energizing, 

fresh), to be able to make 

their choice. 

Product Size 

Some users expresed 

frustation because they 

were unable to tell the real 

size of the candle just by 

looking at a image of the 

candle. 
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Persona: Camila 

Problem statement: 

Camila is a caring daughter 

and friend who needs to 

easily find Christmas 

themed candles and 

customize them, because she 

wants to give them as gifts to 

her family and friends. 

 

 



User journey map 

Mapping Camila’s user 

journey revealed how it 

would benefit her to have an 

effective way to find 

products that she needs, 

having the candles grouped 

by events or holidays, more 

customizations, and easier 

checkout flow. 



● Sitemap 

● Paper wireframes 

● Digital wireframes 

● Low-fidelity prototype 

● Usability studies 

Starting 

the design 



Sitemap 
At the stage of definig the Information Architecture, the main goal was to provide ways to quickly match 

users with the products they are looking for, by adding useful filters and categories, and also by introducing 

a fun way of letting users select the options they are looking  for and provide them with personalized 

rezults, in order to limit the number of options and make their decision easier. The navigation also include 

the familiar cart and checkout flow, that most e-commerce users are used to. In addition I added Scent 

Guidebook page and scent details on each product page to help users make informed choices. 



Paper wireframes  

Next, I sketched out paper wireframes for 

the website, while keeping in mind the 

users pain point identified earlier, about 

browsing and customization flows. 

 

The homepage  wireframe variations 

focus on optimizing the browsing 

experience for the users.  

Refined paper wireframe  
Multiple variations of the same page were made. Then the 
elements that will make to the initial digital wireframes were 
marked with stars and combined in the refined version. 



Paper wireframe  
screen size variations  

Because the audience of the 

“Fragrance & Light” website uses 

diffent kind of devices, I started to 

work on adjusting the content for 

various screen sizes, to make sure 

the website will be fully responsive.  

Desktop, tablet and mobile versions 
of the Product Details Page 



Digital wireframes  

Moving from paper to digital 

wireframes, and adding in the 

details, the design solution became 

more defined, while keeping the 

focus on addressing the main user 

pain points. 

 

For the Product Details page the 

goals were to provide the users 

with the necessarry information 

and create an easy to navigate 

customization flow. 

Button that leads the user 
to the customization flow  
is easily  accessible. 

In order to address the users pain points, information 
about size and scent was made available. It is hidden by 
default, to avoid overwhelming the user and cluttering 
the page, but it can be easily accessed if necessary.  



Digital wireframe  
screen size variation  

Wireframes were 

created for various 

screen sizes to ensure 

that the website will be 

responsive. 

 

On the Shop page, the 

number of  items per 

row  were 

accommodated for the 

width of the screen. 



Low-fidelity 

prototype 

After creating the digital wireframes, I 

connected all the screens for the main 

userflow of finding a candle, 

customizing it, adding it to the cart and 

finalizing the purchase. 

View the low-fidelity prototype 

https://xd.adobe.com/view/93252d5d-5af9-4565-844f-33352d741239-c676/
https://xd.adobe.com/view/93252d5d-5af9-4565-844f-33352d741239-c676/
https://xd.adobe.com/view/93252d5d-5af9-4565-844f-33352d741239-c676/


Usability study: parameters 

Study type: 

Unmoderated usability study 

Location: 

United States, remote 

Participants: 

5 participants 

Length: 

20-30 minutes 



Usability study: findings 

After conducting the usability study on the low-fidelity prototype the following insights 

were uncovered: 

Users were confused by the 

saved customizations 

section, couldn’t see it’s 

purpose, and didn’t know 

how to add the product to 

the cart after customizing it. 

Customization Buttons’ text Buttons’ position 

On the cart page, users were 

unsure of the purpose of the 

buttons “Checkout” and 

“Continue Shopping”, 

thinking that both could lead 

to finalizing the purchase. 

 

Users couldn’t immediately 

locate the checkout buttons 

that were bellow the fold.   
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● Mockups 

● High-fidelity prototype 

● Accessibility 

Refining 

the design 



Mockups 
Based on the insight from usability study that users couldn’t see the role of saved customizations and didn’t know how to add 

the product to the cart, I simplified the process of adding the candle to the cart at the last step of customization. For that I  also 

have changed the customization flow from dropdowns that can be expanded in random order, from the previous version,  to 

clear ordered steps, with staus indication. 

Before usability study After usability study 



Mockups 

Based on the insight that users were unable to quickly locate the buttons that were bellow the fold, I have repositioned the buttons 

to make them immediately visible, to ensure that users are able to easely navigate the website and complete the main user flow. 

Mockup 2 before Mockup 2 after 

Before usability study After usability study 



Mockups: Original screen size 



Mockups: Screen size variations 



High-fidelity 

prototype 

The high-fidelity prototype 

follows the same user flow as 

the low-fidelity prototypes, 

and includes the refined 

mockups, after implementing 

the insights discovered 

during the usability study. 

 

View the high-fidelity prototype  

https://xd.adobe.com/view/724843c6-e3af-4805-9127-96ac0c33a508-271b/
https://xd.adobe.com/view/724843c6-e3af-4805-9127-96ac0c33a508-271b/
https://xd.adobe.com/view/724843c6-e3af-4805-9127-96ac0c33a508-271b/
https://xd.adobe.com/view/724843c6-e3af-4805-9127-96ac0c33a508-271b/


Accessibility considerations 

I used landmarks to help 

users navigate the site, 

including users who rely 

on assistive technology 

I used headings with 

different sized text in 

order to define a clear 

visual hierarchy. 

I used high luminosity 

contrast ratio for the text 

and background, so it 

could stand out and be 

very clear and redable. 
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● Takeaways 

● Next steps 
Going forward 



Takeaways 

Impact:  

The website provides an enjoyable online shopping 

experience for users who wants to purchase 

candles. The design comunicates the brand values, 

while effectively navigating users through the main 

user flow, to improve customer loyalty.  

What I learned: 

I learned that even a small design change can have 

a great impact on the usability.  Also, it is essential 

to allways focus on the neads of the user when 

coming up with design ideas and solutions. 



Next steps 

Conduct another round of 

usabilty testing on the last 

version of the high-fidelity 

prototype 

Iterate on  the mockups by 

adding the new insights 

uncovered in the usability 

study 

Identify additional users 

needs and come up with 

ideas for solutions 
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Let’s connect! 

Thank you for your time reviewing my work on the “Fragrance & Light” website!  
 

If you’d like to see more or get in touch, my contact information is provided below. 

 

 

Email:  iuliana.lupu.dev@gmail.com 

Website:  iulianalupu.com 

Social Media: Behance  Dribbble 

mailto:iuliana.lupu.dev@gmail.com
https://iulianalupu.com/
https://www.behance.net/iuliana_lupu
https://dribbble.com/iuliana_lupu/

